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An Algorithm of a- and y-Mode Eigenvalue Calculations by Monte Carlo Method
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A new algorithm for Monte Carlo calculation was developed to obtain o and y-mode ei-
genvalues. The et is a prompt neutron time decay constant measured in subcritical experi-
ments, and the is a spatial decay constant measured in an exponential method for deter-
mining the subcriticality. This algorithm can be implemented into existing Monte Carlo ei-
genvalue calculation codes with minimum modifications. The algorithm was implemented
into MCNP code and the performance of calculating the both mode eigenvalues were veri-
fied through comparison of the calculated eigenvalues with the ones obtained by fixed
source calculations.
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1. Introduction Monte Carlo technique.' ) 2 In MCNP version 4C and
its later version, a function of calculating a constant

In subcriticality experiments such as pulsed neutron has already been implemented.')
method, reactor noise method, and exponential This paper describes the development of eigenvalue
method, measured values are a prompt neutron mode calculations for aand ywith a different approach
time-decay constant (i.e., cc) and a spatial neutron de- from the conventional techniques.

cay constant (i.e., y) and so on. For validation of a
criticality calculation method, the calculated kff val- 2. Methodology of Eigenvalue Calculation
ues are compared with experimental keff values if keff The algorithms for obtaining eigenvalues of et and y
is identified accurately. In most cases, the experimen- are almost te same as each other. At first, the y-mode
tal kff is measured in a fissionable system with its calculation techniques are explained and then the
critical state and the value is uniquely determined to et-mode later.
be unity. On the other hand, in a system that is always
subcritical, the experimental keff values cannot be 2.1 y-Mode Calculation
identified, and a direct comparison of kff values is not It is assumed that a subcritical multiplicative sys-
possible for validating.the criticality calculation tools. tem with an external neutron source has a uniform
An alternative method of validation is to compare a media in one direction, and that the horizontal buck-
constant measured in subcritical experiments. In the ling is larger than the material buckling. Then, the
field of criticality safety, kff values are usually calcu- asymptotic neutron flux distribution in the direction is
lated by Monte Carlo method. Thus, it follows that the given by exp(-yz), and the three-dimensional neutron
measured constants have to be calculated by Monte transport equation is rewritten in a two-dimensional
Carlo method for validating the calculation tool. Cal- form as
culations of these constants by Monte Carlo technique
are usually performed by neutron transport calcula- Q Vo(x, y, f2, E) + E, (x, y, E)O(x, y, 0, E)

tions with a fixed neutron source. These constants can fd1:2jdE'0(x, y, CY, E')Y., (x, y, CT-+ C1, E' E)
be obtained by simulations of the pulsed neutron + XE)
method or exponential experiment method. These dE'O(x, y, CY, E')vEf (x, y, E')
simulations, however, require long computating time 4;r f
and cumbersome variance reduction techniques. These + �yo(x, y, C2, E),

constants can alternatively be calculated by solving where is a directional cosine between te z-axis and
eigenvalue equations in which the eigenvalue is ct or y. the direction of neutron flight and other notations are
Solving eigenvalue equation is much easier than the standard. To take account of the last term in Eq.(l)
Monte Carlo simulations of subcritical experiments during the random walk of Monte Carlo calculation,
since the calculation techniques are fundamentally the weight of a neutron particle that flies by the length
identical to the criticality calculations for obtaining of ds is changed as
eigenvalue kff. dW = �y ds. (2)

There have been several attempts to develop ei-
genvalue calculation methods for a constant with Thus, after the flight of a length s, the initial weight
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WO is changed to W y-mode calculation. The equation to be solve for

where W= WO exp(�),s) (3) a-mode calculation is written as

The y value is given fi7om the previous cycle. The C1 V O(r,!�I, E) E (r, E)O(r, 6, E)

track length TLj after the i-th flight of the length s is dE'O(r, CY, E')E, (r, CY-> C1, E'- E)
given by fA�l f (8)

TL = WO exp(�i ysi') dsi' + XP(E) fdC2JdE'O(r,!5', E')vpl;f (r, E')
fo (4) 4)r

= WO (exp(�j ysi) - (�iy). + a O(r, 0, E) / v(E),

If a neutron collides with a nuclide and fission is pos- where r is a three-dimensional position vector and
sible, n fission sites at each collision are stored for use v(E) is a neutron velocity with energy E. This equa-
as fission source in the next cycle, tion is very similar to Eq. (1) except that the geometry
where is three-dimensional and �y in the last term in Eq.(1 is

n = WF(Uf /,71) random number. (5) replaced by a/v(E). The algorithm shown in Sec. 21

As seen in Eq.(1), the second term in the right-hand can be utilized for cc-mode eigenvalue calculation by
side for fission reaction is not divided by kff unlike replacing 4y with a/v(E). Since the eigenvalue to be
criticality calculations. Thus, note that Eq.(5) is not solved is a prompt neutron time-decay constant, the
divided by keff, either. number of fission neutrons used in this calculation

All modifications to conventional Monte Carlo must be for a prompt fission. If MCNP is used for the
criticality calculation codes, which are required for the a-mode eigenvalue calculation, "totritt no" option has
random walk process in a -mode eigenvalue calcula- to be used.
tion, are Eqs.(3) and (5) only. All other procedures in

a criticality calculation can be utilized for a y-mode 2.3 Verification of Algorithm
eigenvalue calculation without any modifications. The algorithm of a- and y-mode eigenvalue calcu-

After all random walk processes in one cycle are lations developed in this paper is verified here. c ei-
terminated, y-eigenvalue are esimated as genvalues were calculated in a one-dimensional infi-

nite slab by Monte Carlo method and a deterministic
y = (N + Y, AW - 1, vEf TL )I, TLi -� 6 method for completely the same conditions, and the

where eigenvalues were compared with each other. 3-energy
i is summed over all track lengths in a cycle, group constants were used and an isotropic scattering
N= number of source histories per cycle, was assumed. The deterministic calculations were
AW= W(exp(�iysj)-l)1(�ir)-WO_ performed with ONENDANT code 4) with S24 angular

The y-eigenvalue calculated by Eq. 6) and the fission quadrature. The multi-group Monte Carlo calculations
sites determined by Eq. (5) are used for calculation in were performed with the same group constants as in
the next cycle. Like criticality calculations, the deterministic calculations. Both calculations were
y-eigenvalues are averaged over all active cycles after performed under the same conditions except that the
skipped cycles to determine a fal y-eigenvalue. approximations of angular and spatial discretizations

were taken in the deterministic calculations. In Table
However, using the y-eigenvalue calculated by Eq. 6). 1, the calculated cc eigenvalues by both methods are
in Eq.(3) causes unstable y-values for use of the next listed for different slab thicknesses. The Monte Carlo
cycle due to the large variations of y-eigenvalue cal- calculations used 7050 generations at 3000 neutrons
culated by Eq. 6). In some cases, too many fission per generations. Fifty generations were skipped before
sites are generated and the calculation is abnormally averaging, resulting in 21 million histories. The results
ten-ninated. Hence, it is recommended that the of the Monte Carlo method agree with the determinis-
y-eigenvalue for use in the next cycle be calculated by tic ones within the statistical uncertainties. The algo-

,Y = (N + Y,, A Wi vYf TLi + 1, TLi rithm of the Monte Carlo calculation for a and
y-mode eigenvalues is judged to give correct solutions

(7) for Eqs. (1) and (8).

where rp is the y-eigenvalue in the previous cycle.
Since Eq.(l) is a two-dimensional equation in terms of Table I Calculated a values by Monte Carlo method
geometry, the Monte Carlo calculation for solving a and deterministic method.
y-eigenvalue is performed for a system which is infi- Slab cc (/sec)

nite and uniform in the z-direction. thickness Monte Carlo ONEDANT
(cm)

2.2 a-mode Calculation 14 3564 7* 3574
The cc-mode eigenvalue calculation in Monte Carlo 16 1410 7 1423

technique can be performed in a way analogous to the *one standard deviation
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Ap = AAa, (9)

This algorithm of a and y-mode eigenvalues can the underestimation of a value is deemed to be 16 ± 
easily be implemented into existing Monte Carlo (/sec).
criticality calculation codes with minimum modifica-

tions. The capability to calculate a- and y-mode ei- Table 2 Measured and calculated cc values in STACY
genvalues was implemented into MCNP code. water-reflected core.

Solution Subcritic Measured Calculated
3. Application of a- and y-mode Eigenvalue Calcu- height ality
lations to Suberitical Experiments (cm) M a /sec) a (/sec)

46.70 0 122 4* 107 ± 20
3.1 x-mode Eigenvalue for STACY 42.23 2.4 392 7 374 ± 1

Prompt neutron time-decay constants were meas- 40.20 3.7 539 16 1 533 � 20
ured with pulsed neutron method in the subcritical *one standard deviation
experiments of the Static Experiment Critical Facility

(STACY) at Japan Atomic Energy Research Insti- Considering the bias of -16 5 (/sec) in the calculated
tute.') The experimental case used for the calculations a values and the statistical uncertainties, the agree-
in this paper is Run No. 29, and its core configuration ments of the calculated a values with the measured
is a water-reflected 60-cm-diamter cylindrical core ones are satisfactory. The standard deviations seem to
tank as shown in Fig. . This benchmark model is pub- be relatively large as compared to the a values. How-
lished in the International Handbook of Evaluated ever, for example, the uncertainty of a values of 20
Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments of

6) The fuel is wt.% enriched uranyl (/sec) is equivalent to the uncertainty of k ofOECD/NEA . 0 I %Ak, which accounts for the uncertainty of the a
nitrate solution with uranium concentration of
290.4g/f. The critical solution height is 46.70 cm values. The calculation of a for subcriticality of

2.4$ was run by 4000 neutrons per cycle. The transi-
tion of a values in each generation up to 300-th cycle

no 25 is shown in Fig.2. The initial neutron sources were
Vftw distributed uniformly within the fuel solution.
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Fig. I Benchmark model of 60-cm-diameter cylindrical Cycle [-]
core tank. Fig.2 Transition of calculated a vales in each cycle.

The fmal average value is 3 74 II (/sec).
The measured and calculated a values are shown in
Table 2 The calculated cc values were obtained by 3.2 y-mode Eigenvalue for STACY
a-mode eigenvalue calculations of the modified For verification of the y-mode eigenvalue calcula-
MCNP 4C with a continuous energy cross-section tion method, the y-mode eigenvalues were calculated
library based onJENDL-3.2. The cross section library for STACY's experimental conditions by the Monte
used for 235U, however, was based on JENDL-3.1 be- Carlo eigenvalue calculations and the fixed source
cause JENDL-3.2 gives too high kff's for homogene- calculations simulating exponential experiments The
ous enriched uranium systems. The calculated kff for calculations were performed for a 28-cm-thickness
the critical condition is 100096±0.00032, and the slab core tank of STACY without water-reflector. The
prompt neutron generation time is 6.2x 10-5 sec. Thus, horizontal cross sectional view of the tank is shown in
this calculation system slightly overestimates the real- Fig.3. Fixed source calculations were performed for a
istic experimental condition by 0.096%Ak. This over- system that is sufficiently long in the vertical direction.
estimation corresponds to the underestimation of A neutron source was placed at the bottom of the sys-
value. Using the relationship between Ap and Aa; tem and the exponential decay of neutron in the verti-

cal directions was calculated. The calculation system
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was divided into planar slices with the thickness of 1 2)
I _K�2 + B. (10)

cm. The neutron flux was represented by the accumu- k,,ff
lated track length within the slice. The calculated track where

length as a function of the vertical distance from the K (CM2) = buckling-reactivity conversion factor,
source is shown in Fig.4 for Run No. 199 in which the 2 2
uranium concentration was 268.7g/i. This condition of B, (cm- vertical buckling.
the uranium concentration and the horizontal geome- While the K value can be measured at a critical state
try makes the system subcritical even for an infinite from the differential reactivity worth with respect to
length in the vertical direction. Figure 4 shows that the the solution height, the K value has to be obtained by
effect of higher order mode fluxes is seen near the calculation for subcritical states. The calculation or.

y 7)
neutron source. The decay constant y was obtained b obtaining the K value requires an adjoint flux , mak
fitting the vertical neutron distribution in the region ing the Monte Carlo calculation for the K value diffi-
where the higher order mode fluxes apparently decay. cult. However, the K value can be calculated by

Monte Carlo techniques as

Tank wall'---, K = Ilk- _ Y,_2 (I )
eff

69.03 where

28.08 k' = kff value for a system which is infinite in the
2.53 eff

Fuel solution vertical direction,

Dimension in mm y= yvalue calculated by Monte Carlo eigenvalue
mode calculation.

Fig. 3 Horizontal cross sectional view of slab core Therefore, the eigenvalue mode calculation for y is
tank of STACY. The material of the tank is 304L usable for obtaining the K value by Monte Carlo tech-
stainless steel. niques. If a yvalue is measured experimentally, the kff

of the system would be obtained using Eq.(10) and

lo, the K value.

Table 3 Comparison of values by fixed source and
102 - ---------------------- igenvalue calculations.

Uranium Fixed Eigenvalue
Run concentra- source calculation

101 ---------------- it WE -------- No. tion calculation (/cm)
also" (9/0 y (/cm) y

199 268.7 338 + 12* 330±1
10.1 - 1 150 453±12 453 ± I

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 *one standard deviation
Distance from neutron source (cm)

4. Conclusion
Fig. 4 Vertical neutron flux distribution calculated by
simulation of exponential experiment for Run No. An algorithm in which a- and y-mode eigenvalues
199. can be calculated by Monte Carlo technique was de-

veloped in such a way that modifications to conven-
The verification calculation was also performed for tional Monte Carlo codes can be minimized. The al-

the STACY's slab core tank as shown in Fig.3 with gorithms for both eigenvalue mode calculations are
the uranium concentration of 150g/f. This is a hypo- very similar to each other. This algorithm was verified
thetical condition for verification work, and the ex- by comparing a-eigenvalues between the Monte Carlo
periments were not performed for this condition. The method and a deterministic method for an infinite
decay constant in the fixed source calculation was one-dimensional slab. This algorithm was imple-
obtained in the same manner as in Run No. 199. The y mented into a continuous energy Monte Carlo code
values calculated by the eigerivalue mode and fixed MCNP4C.
source calculations are given in Table 3 The y values Using the modified version of MCNP with the
obtained by both methods agree well within one stan- capability of the new eigenvalue calculation algorithm,

dard deviation. Consequently, the y-mode eigenvalue the a-mode eigenvalues for STACY experiments in a
calculation method developed here is considered to water-reflected 60-cm-diameter cylindrical core tank
accurately give fundamental mode decay constants in were calculated and compared with measured a values.
the exponential experiments. Taking into consideration the difference in kff be-

Once a ) value is determined, the kff of the system tween MCNP and experiment, the agreements be-
is given by tween the calculated eigenvalues and the measured
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values were satisfactory. celerated neutral particle transport code system,"
The y values obtained by the eigenvalue calcula- LA-12969-M 1995).

tions and the fixed source calculations of MCNP 5) K.Tonoike et al., "Kinetic parameter Pff/� meas-
agreed well with each other, and the y-mode eigen- urement on low enriched uranyl nitrate solution
value calculation of MCNP was also considered to be with single unit cores (600�, 280T, 800 � of
verified. The calculations of a buckling-reactivity con- STACY," J.Nucl.Sci.Technol., Vol.39, No.11,
version factor, which is difficult to obtain with Monte 1227 2002).
Carlo methods, can be facilitated by using a y-mode 6) T.Yamamoto et al., "Water-reflected 10% enriched
eigenvalue. uranium nitrate solution in a 60-cm-diameter cy-

lindrical tank," in nternational Handbook of
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